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Motivation – *High Data Movement Cost*

- Limited data bandwidth
- High access latency

- Data computation @ host
- Data transfer from storage
Near Data Processing (NDP)
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Obstacles to in-SSD processing

- **Less powerful embedded processor**
- **Dynamic computation resource availability**

**Summarizer: Dynamic NDP framework for SSD**
Summarizer – Basic Concept
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Summarizer – Initialization (Function Offloading)
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Summarizer – Computation (Dynamic mode)
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Summarizer – Computation (Dynamic mode)
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Summarizer – Computation (Dynamic mode)
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Summarizer – Finalization
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Summarizer API and NVMe commands

### Initialization
- NVMe command: `INIT_TSKn`
- Transfer a *in-SSD procedure* to SSD memory
- Initialize data structure and temporal variables for in-SSD computation

### Computation
- NVMe command: `READ_PROC_TSKn`
- Page read command is issued with the *flag* indicating the *user procedure* embedded in SSD memory
- Return the special code if the requested page is processed in SSD
- Page data is transferred to the host if the requested page is *NOT* computed in SSD

### Finalization
- NVMe command: `FINAL_TSKn`
- Gather final in-SSD computation results and transfer to the host
Evaluation Platform

- LS2085a intelligent SSD development platform
- ARM cores running FTL and **Summarizer** firmware
- FPGA implementing NAND flash controller
- PCIe Gen. 3 4x lanes for host communication
Evaluation - Performance
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Commercial SSD maintains internal bandwidth ≈ external bandwidth
Design Exploration – Higher Internal Bandwidth
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**Design Exploration – Higher Internal Bandwidth**

*Summarizer is effective if an SSD platform has higher internal bandwidth*

- **TPC-H Query 6**
- **TPC-H Query 1**
- **TPC-H Query 14**
- **String Similarity Join**
- **Average**
Design Exploration – Better SSD Processor

Better embedded processor is cost effective
Design Exploration – Higher Internal Bandwidth

Embedded processor performance
Summarizer is a cost effective NDP solution with powerful storage processors.
**Dynamic NDP framework for SSDs**
- Opportunistically enables in-SSD processing
- Page-level NDP control
- Automatic workload partitioning

**Summarizer programming model**
- Evaluation on the real development platform
- Explored design space for future SSDs
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